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Celebration Awards   

Class  Catholic Schools Pupil Profile Certificate   Captain 

Resilience 

Butterflies       

Bees       

Dragonflies  Tomas has shown that he is faithfilled by considering the teachings of 

St. Francis to create a thank you prayer for his chosen animal. 

Liam  Phoebi-Mai for always 

trying her best when 

sounding out during 

phonics 

Grasshoppers Naomi has shown that she is wise by selecting the correct symbol 

when comparing numbers greater than, less than and equal to. 

Brooke  Orla for never giving 

up when finding 

capital letters and full 

stops in a sentence. 

Hedgehogs  Jake has shown that he is learned by writing a fantastic letter based on 

the story “A Fish of the World”. 

Giorgia  Lily for knowing when 

to listen and helping 

others to listen. 

Squirrels  Hayden has shown that he is curious by asking lots of questions in 

science this week.    

Sienna  Rosie for believing she 

can do it when 

sounding out words 

independently in her 

writing. 

Badgers  Kyran has shown that he is active by settling in well into Badgers class.  Maria  Calli-Mai for trying 

and never giving up 

with her gruel 

instruction writing. 

 Foxes  Cameron has shown that he is discerning by always setting a great 

example to others. 

Corey  Lamar for trying hard 

with maths and never 

giving up. 

Owls   
Will has shown that he is eloquent by explaining his ideas clearly using 

scientific vocabulary. 

Harlow  Kyra for not giving up 

when she finds things 

tricky. 

 Woodpeckers  

  

Seb has shown that he is active by demonstrating great knowledge in 

our maths lessons. 

Ruby-Jo  Isaac for believing he 

can do it when solving 

tricky maths problems. 
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